Abstract

Aligning DNA sequences is a fundamental problem in bioinformatics. The exponential growth of protein and DNA databases makes this problem pose a great amount of challenge. Exact methods, which produce optimum sequence alignment according to a scoring function, have quadratic time and space complexity. Therefore, most of the current solutions are based on
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heuristic methods, which do not guarantee an optimum solution. Recently, many parallel solutions were proposed in order to accelerate the exact methods. However, most of these solutions restrict the sequence’s sizes to be in kilobytes, in such a way that megabyte-scale genome comparison cannot be achieved. In addition, these solutions calculate only the alignment similarity score without finding the actual alignment. This paper presents an efficient solution to find the optimal alignment of the huge DNA sequences. This solution releases the condition of the sequence size to be in megabyte-scale instead of few kilobytes. The fundamental innovation in this work is developing efficient, linear space complexity, parallel solution to achieve the optimum alignment with relatively good performance. The shared memory parallel architecture is the focus of this work and therefore we have considered off-the-shelf systems like multi-core CPUs as well as advanced shared memory platforms. Experimental results show that, the proposed solution achieved high records compared to other solutions that targeted the same goal with less hardware requirements.
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